Fall 2019 Course Offering Builder
(as of March 6, 2019)

Closed/locked meeting times:
NONE

Limited space available:
C hour (M,W,F 10:00 – 10:50) Space available only if capped enrollment is under 50, no overrides.
K hour (T,Th 2:30 – 3:50) Space available only if anticipated enrollment is under 110.

Spring 2020 Course Offering Builder
(as of March 6, 2019)

Closed/locked meeting times:
NONE

Limited space available:
D hour (M,W,F 11:00 – 11:50) Space available only if capped enrollment is under 125.
H hour (T,Th 9:00 – 10:20) Space available only if anticipated enrollment is under 100.